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Disclaimer
This User Guide is provided “as is”, without warranty of any kind. The entire risk as to the
quality and performance of any instructions or software described in this guide is with the User.
Brigham Young University (BYU) shall have no liability or responsibility to the User or any
other person or entity with respect to any claim, loss, liability, or damage caused or alleged to be
caused directly or indirectly by using the information in this User Guide.
Comments concerning errors or suggested improvements to the User Guide should be directed to
byuairquality@gmail.com.
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1.

User Guide Overview

Researchers at Brigham Young University (BYU) have developed a software framework for
modeling dust emission and transport using the Community Multiscale Air Quality (CMAQ)
modeling system in conjunction with the Weather Research and Forecasting (WRF) model and
other utility programs. This framework uses meteorological data, land use data, and soil
properties to predict dust concentrations for a specified area. This User Guide describes the startto-finish process required to install and utilize relevant software to calculate and visualize dust
concentrations. Note that the examples and figures provided in the guide are specific to Utah in
the western United States, where this research was conducted, but the same modeling process is
applicable to any domain within the contiguous USA. Changes to certain input files may extend
the applicability of this process to other global regions, but those changes are not covered here.
This guide is intended to provide instructions on how to run a dust simulation using specific
versions of CMAQ and WRF; it is not a comprehensive review of the CMAQ dust model or
WRF meteorological model and does not provide insight into the relevance or accuracy of dust
emission results.
The modeling process and operating insights described in this document have been collected
from on-line tutorials, user forums, trial and error attempts, and repeated practice using WRF,
CMAQ and their respective utility tools. The processes described were developed and verified
using the specific software versions and hardware described in Table 1. Use of this process for
other versions of WRF, CMAQ, or other software or hardware platforms has not been evaluated
and may result in inconsistent or incomplete results.
Table 1. Summary of Software Versions, Operating Environment, and Computer Hardware Used for the
Dust Modeling Framework Described in this User Guide.

Meteorological Calculations
Meteorological Preprocessing

WRF v4.2.1
WPS v4.1
OBSGRID v3.8.0
CMAQ v5.3.1
AMET v1.4

Dust Emission and Transport Calculations
Dust Prediction and Measurement
Comparisons
Dust Predictions Visualization
Computer Hardware

VERDI v2.0 BETA
Intel® Xeon(R) Gold 6136 CPU @ 3.00GHz
(48 cores) with 4 TB RAID hard drive
Linux Ubuntu 16.04 LTS
GCC 9.4.0; GNU Fortran 5.5.0

Computer Operating System
Compiler Software

The main steps needed to complete dust modeling simulations with CMAQ v5.3.1 are listed
below as part of a Procedural Checklist. Each of these steps are explained in more detail later in
the User Guide.
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Procedural Checklist
1. Install and configure all the necessary programs: WRF, WPS, OBSGRID, CMAQ, AMET,
VERDI. See Section 3.
2. Identify a time frame of interest and download all static datasets. See Section 3.1.
3. Download meteorological data from NCAR for the time period. See Section 4.
4. Download LITTLE_R data. See Section 4.
5. Identify and map the geographic domain using NCL. See Section 5.1.
6. Edit namelist.wps. See Section 5.1 and Appendix A.1.
7. Run geogrid. See Section 5.1.
8. Run ungrib. See Section 5.1.
9. Run metgrid. See Section 5.1.
10. Link metgrid outputs in the OBSGRID/ folder. See Section 5.2.
11. Edit namelist.oa. See Section 5.2 and Appendix A.2.
12. Run OBSGRID. See Section 5.2.
13. Link OBSGRID outputs to the WRF/ folder. See Sections 5.2 and 5.3.
14. Edit namelist.input. See Section 5.3 and Appendix A.3
15. Run real and WRF. See Section 5.3.
16. Save WRF files to CMAQ/ folder. See Section 5.3.
17. Use read_wrf_nc here if desired. See Section 5.4.1.
18. Run MCIP, ICON, BCON, and CCTM (CMAQ). See Sections 5.4.2, 5.4.3, 5.4.4, and 5.4.5,
respectively.
19. Run CMAQ outputs through AMET. See Section 5.5.
20. Plot desired graphics on either AMET or VERDI. See Sections 5.5 and 5.6.
The following text formatting conventions will be used throughout this User Guide.
Italics signify names of files that may be copied, edited, and/or executed.
Bolded letters signify pathways to get to desired directories and files.
This font signifies everything done in a terminal window, both
input and output.
• This symbol > indicates that a line of text should be
typed into the command line by the user
• A backslash \ means the command should be continued on
one line in the terminal
This font is for anything written within a file, edited using gedit.
Anything typed in this font is informational.
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2.

Software Framework Introduction

This section provides a brief description of the software programs and data required to complete
a dust simulation. There are two main types of data used in the simulations, static and transient.
Static data are properties that can be considered fixed over a long time period, say years. This
includes information such as terrain and land cover properties (e.g., forests versus deserts).
Transient data are time dependent, either longer term (e.g., seasonal) such as snowpack or
vegetation coverage, or shorter term (e.g., minute by minute, hourly) such as meteorological
conditions. A graphical representation of the overall dust modeling framework is shown in
Figure 1. Program and data acronyms are defined as follows:
•
•
•
•
•
•

National Center for Environmental Predictions, Final (NCEP FNL) Operational Analysis
Data
NCEP Automated Data Processing (ADP) Global Surface Observational Weather Data
Weather Research and Forecasting (WRF) Model
Community Multiscale Air Quality (CMAQ) Modeling System
Atmospheric Model Evaluation Tool (AMET)
Visual Environment for Rich Data Interpretation (VERDI) Tool

Figure 1. Visualization of the overall dust modeling framework. Required input data is denoted with a
dashed box. Note that utility programs for the major programs are not included here but will be shown
later.
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2.1. WRF Framework
WRF is a widely used mesoscale weather prediction system that is used to process transient
meteorological and land use data. The version used for this research is WRF v4.2.1. This model
provides information for wind velocities, soil moisture, and snow cover which are used by the
dust model in CMAQ. It is well documented and has a forum for questions outside the scope of
this guide (https://forum.wrfforum.com/). Figure 2 shows the flow of data and programs
involved in WRF. Once installed, it can be run from the Linux command line.

Figure 2. Flowchart showing where inputs and outputs occur throughout the WRF framework and
modeling process. Input and output data are indicated by dashed boxes.

2.1.1. WPS
WPS is the WRF Preprocessing System. It prepares both the domain and the static data for the
actual simulation. Meteorological (transient) and static data are used here where they are gridded
onto the area of interest for the time period of interest. The three parts of this system are geogrid,
ungrib, and metgrid, described in Section 5.1. The output from WPS is run through OBSGRID
where surface observational data is incorporated.
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2.1.2. WRF Model
The Weather Research Forecasting model, WRF, is a mesoscale weather prediction system
that processes the meteorological and land use data that has been outputted from WPS, as well as
the additional outputs from OBSGRID. This model provides information for properties such as
wind velocities, soil moisture, and snow cover which are used by the dust model in CMAQ.
There is a namelist.input text file used by the real.exe and wrf.exe executables that make up the
WRF model. This file is very important and is where the most flexibility is offered for modeling
options and so all options must be carefully considered. Note that CMAQ is designed to accept
WRF outputs if the Pleim-Xiu Land Surface Model (PX LSM) is engaged, which LSM
corresponds to the Asymmetric Convective Model Version 2 (ACM2) planetary boundary layer
(PBL). The PX LSM requires the use of the National Land Cover Database (NLCD) which
supplies urban imperviousness, tree canopy, and land cover data. Accurate land cover data is
essential for the CMAQ windblown dust model as only desert and crop land categories produce
dust. The NLCD 2011 static data set provides a 9 second, ~250 m resolution for urban
imperviousness, tree canopy, and land cover data [1]. It should be noted that although the NLCD
2016 has been released by the Multi-Resolution Land Characteristics Consortium (MRLC) it has
not been formatted for use with WRF at the time of this writing. Namelist settings used for the
modeling approach described in this User Guide correspond to the options in the namelist.input
in Appendix A.3.
Though the example case used analysis, surface analysis, and soil nudging, other geographical
locations may benefit from a varying nudging combination. Soil and surface nudging should
always be used with the PX LSM. Pairing the PX LSM with observational nudging may provide
more accurate results for a given domain or condition of interest. More details on nudging are
provided in the following section.
All other options used in the research behind this guide can be seen in the example
namelist.input given in Appendix A.3. The &fdda section, which can be obtained from the
example.namelist mentioned in Section 2.2, must be filled out for each case.
Given in Figure 3 is the WRF file folder structure described throughout the User Guide. This
structure is highly recommended for consistency and to avoid complications during program
operation.
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Figure 3. The file folder structure used when describing all WRF pathways throughout the User Guide
and example case. It is recommended to use this structure to maintain consistency with User Guide
instructions.

2.2. OBSGRID
WRF performs various meteorological simulations. OBSGRID is an optional objective analysis
tool offered as part of WRF that, if used properly, can help the user produce more realistic
results. It does so by sorting through data to find suspect values and can also aid in nudging,
which mathematically weights values assigned to each grid space and pushes (nudges) it closer
to data points from the added observational dataset. Said another way, nudging improves coarser
scale default properties with more accurate time- or spatially-refined data. This is especially the
case when using the soil nudging option as part of the PX LSM. OBSGRID uses the LITTLE_R
data format so any observational data must be converted accordingly in order to be read by this
tool. Such observational data can be obtained through authorized downloads on the UCAR
website (https://rda.ucar.edu/datasets/ds083.2/#!description) as described in Section 4.
Every location and situation and application are very different so the types of nudging used will
vary greatly, though the nudging coefficients can generally remain the same between cases.
Several types can be used at once. A description of the various types of nudging are listed below.
The example case in Section 6 used a mixture of surface nudging, analysis nudging, and PX
LSM soil nudging, based on suggestions from WRF users and the PX LSM guide [2]. Surface
nudging and soil nudging improve the dust emissions studies being carried out, and with all three
there is a more updated and realistic snow cover for the state of Utah, in part because the PX
LSM, without the observational data added through OBSGRID, does not predict snow cover
accurately.
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Types of nudging:
Analysis - Generally better for course grids, typically defined as 20-200 km; does not
require any preprocessing, can simply be turned on in namelist.input using grid_fdda = 1. It
uses the wrffdda_d01 file from real.exe to nudge.
Observational - Generally better for refined grids under 20 km; requires static data in the
form of the OBS_DOMAIN101 file from OBSGRID; turn on in namelist.input using
obs_nudge_opt = 1.
PX Soil Nudging - For use with the PX land model. Requires the OBSGRID outputs. In
namelist.input set pxlsm_soil_nudge = 1 to turn on.
Surface - Needs the wrfsfdda_d01 file from OBSGRID to do 2D surface analysis
nudging. It is turned on in namelist.input using grid_sfdda = 1.
A helpful resource comes with the base install of WRF. WRF/test/em_real/example.namelist
contains extra namelist options that are not default, such as &fdda, the nudging section of the
namelist. This can be copied and pasted into the namelist.input to have a template. The document
also provides information for all types of nudging, explaining any namelist options outside of the
&fdda section that might need to be added as well.

2.3. read_wrf_nc
read_wrf_nc is a WRF utility that can be used to alter a WRF output file manually. It is useful
for “what-if” cases, allowing the user to manually change landmask data coming out of WRF
before running that data through CMAQ. For example, lake sizes defined by WRF can be
adjusted to represent more current (or future) shoreline data as inputs to CMAQ. The computer
used must have a netCDF library in order to compile the read_wrf_nc script properly. Compiling
the script will result in an executable file that, when run, will permanently alter a WRF output
file. read_wrf_nc does NOT produce a copy of the WRF file, so be sure to create a copy of the
output file to be altered prior to running the executable file.

2.4. CMAQ Framework
CMAQ is the U.S. EPA default program for modeling transient air quality in the United States. It
is an active open-source development project of the U.S. EPA that consists of a suite of programs
for conducting air quality model simulations. CMAQ combines current knowledge in
atmospheric science and air quality modeling, multi-processor computing techniques, and an
open-source framework to deliver technically sound estimates of ozone, particulates, toxics, and
acid deposition [3]. For this research, CMAQ has been modified to focus only on dust emissions
and transport, thus reducing the need for extraneous air quality input data such as biogenic,
transportation, and agricultural emissions which are not a focus of this study.
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As shown in Figure 4, the CMAQ framework uses input data from WRF, and consists of MCIP,
ICON, BCON, and CCTM. The meteorology-chemistry input processor (MCIP) processes the
meteorological fields in the WRF output files into a format that is compatible with the CMAQ
Chemistry Transport Model (CCTM). The output files generated by MCIP are used by the Initial
Conditions Processor (ICON) and Boundary Conditions Processor (BCON), whose outputs are
then sent to the CCTM.
Similar to WRF, it is recommended to maintain a consistent file folder structure when using
CMAQ. This folder structure should be set up during the CMAQ installation procedure and is
shown in Figure 5. While much of that structure is put in place automatically during the
installation, some directories will need to be made by the user, as specified later in these
instructions.
As mentioned, normally CMAQ computes a variety of chemical reactions and species besides
windblown dust concentrations. However, to focus only on dust emissions and transport, follow
the modifications of the CMAQ run script as shown in Table 2. Any other settings are left as the
default.
Table 2: CMAQ Run Script Settings Used to Turn Off Everything Except Windblown Dust Calculations

Setting and Value

Reason
Science Options
CTM_OCEAN_CHEM = N
Focus is on Utah so no need for ocean halogen
chemistry and sea spray aerosol emissions
CTM_WB_DUST = Y
Uses the inline windblown dust emissions
CTM_WBDUST_BELD = UNKNOWN Use land use information provided by MCIP for
windblown dust calculations
PX_VERSION = Y
Indicates that the Pleim-Xiu land-surface model
was used. The Pleim-Xiu model is necessary for
the windblown dust module in CMAQ
CLM_VERSION = N
Only one land-surface model can be used
NOAH_VERSION = N
Only one land-surface model can be used
CTM_BIDI_FERT_NH3 = F
No emissions besides windblown dust and
therefore not necessary
CTM_SFC_HONO = N
No emissions besides windblown dust and
therefore not necessary
I/O Controls
CTM_EMISCHK = N
Since no emissions sources are provided this stops
CMAQ from aborting when it finds no Emissions
Input files.
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Figure 4. Overview of the CMAQ process, starting with input data from WRF outputs and ending with
data ready for analysis.
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Figure 5. The folder structure used when describing all CMAQ pathways throughout the User Guide,
including the example case. It is recommended to use this structure to maintain consistency with User
Guide instructions.

2.5. AMET
AMET stands for the Atmospheric Model Evaluation Tool and consists of a suite of software
tools that work together to provide analysis of predictions made by meteorological and air
quality models, including both WRF and CMAQ. AMET is also used for comparison of
predicted dust concentrations to dust observations or measurements. AMET pairs observations
and gridded model output in space and time to evaluate the model performance for a set of
predicted or diagnosed atmospheric fields [4]. AMET-ready observation data includes data from
the Air Quality System (AQS), which is used in this work as the primary set of observations for
comparison. AQS is an air pollution monitoring network that contains ambient air pollution data
collected by EPA, state, local, and tribal air pollution control agencies [5].
Observational data from specific monitoring sites can also be input to AMET. For example,
observational data published in previous studies can be input into AMET and used to validate the
model. Further explanation of this data is given in Section 5.5.
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There are two data fields in AMET and two processes. The two data fields are MET
(meteorological data) and AQ (air quality data). The two processes are database population and
analysis. Database population occurs after observational and model data are paired in space and
time. Once the database is populated, statistical evaluation and plotting occurs in the analysis
process.
The central organizing structure of AMET is called a project. Before beginning use of AMET,
choose a unique project name. This will be used for naming various scripts and organizing
outputs. Figure 6 illustrates the AMET data flow structure.

Figure 6. Flowchart of the steps used to run AMET and types of available analysis and evaluation plots.
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2.6. VERDI
VERDI stands for Visualization Environment for Rich Data Interpretation. It is a flexible,
modular, Java-based program used for visualizing multivariate gridded meteorology, emissions
and air quality data created by environmental modeling systems [6]. It is open-source software
available through CMAS (Community Modeling and Analysis System). VERDI is useful
because it can easily provide quick, simple visualizations of WRF data and has a user interface.
It is used to animate predicted dust events and determine their origin as well as produce static
plots of dust concentrations and other properties. For example, VERDI can help with performing
future impact studies by visualizing the land use and soil types that will be changed. Use of
VERDI is described in Section 5.6.
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3.

Installations and Configurations

This section describes the procedures to install and configure the necessary programs to
complete dust simulations, as well as the process to download the required datasets. This
includes steps 1 and 2 from the Procedural Checklist.

1. Install and configure all the necessary programs: WRF, WPS, OBSGRID, CMAQ,
AMET, VERDI. See Section 3.
2. Identify a time frame of interest and download all static datasets. See Section 3.1.

3.1. WRF and WPS
The steps to download and compile WRF software (including WPS) are summarized here along
with the specific compilation options beneficial to this dust model. However, the UCAR website
(https://www2.mmm.ucar.edu/wrf/OnLineTutorial/compilation_tutorial.php) provides more
thorough instructions and several .tar files necessary to the successful compilation of WRF. The
user should review the UCAR WRF tutorial as part of this installation. Note that the instructions
in this guide are all intended for bash scripting while the website uses C shell scripting. All
commands should work in both shells with the exception of setenv which does not work with
bash. It is instead export. An example showing how to format setenv as export is given
at the end of this section. The steps to download and compile WRF are:
1. Download and test Fortran compilers and varying scripting languages. GNU Fortran
compilers were used for this work.
2. Install and test the five given libraries. Note that if using a version of Ubuntu 16.10 or
newer, an older version of libpng will also need to be installed (see Section 3.1.1). Be
sure to install MPICH because WRF will be built in parallel for dust modeling, meaning
multiple processors can be used to run a simulation. Read the paragraph after step 5
before completing this step.
3. Download the WRF v4.2.1 source code and build WRF in distributed-memory
parallelism (dmpar) using GNU compilers. Dust modeling falls under a 3D real case, so
do
> ./compile em_real
4. Download the WPS v4.1 source code and build WPS. Compile in serial mode and with a
GRIB2 option.
5. Obtain static geographic data. Download the highest resolution file, as well as the PleimXiu tar file (for land use properties) as described on UCAR WRF tutorial website shown
above.
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Before installing the libraries, the tutorial asks that paths be set. These are called environmental
variables. If typed into a terminal, the paths will only be set while using the same terminal.
Opening a new one will not have the same paths, until set again. There is a way to permanently
add those pathways; however, there are some that may be different for other programs. An
example is the CMAQ installation which asks for some of the same environmental variables, and
some different ones. That being said, it is recommended that the paths simply be saved
somewhere that can be easily accessed to copy and paste repeatedly into the terminal for each
session. Do this each time a WRF case is run.
The command setenv in C shell performs the same task of setting pathways as the export
command in bash. The following is an example setenv command, which is then rewritten as
export to be able to use either one.
setenv EX_PATH /home/usr/directory
export EX_PATH=/home/usr/directory
The following are potential errors and solutions to debug the WRF Installation.
===============================================================
ERROR: After the WRF configuration finishes, check what is printed to the terminal for
a statement about Jasper and not reaching it. If not present, move on to the compilation.
SOLUTION: If present, go to arch/config.pl and change the FALSE to TRUE
===============================================================
===============================================================
ERROR: ./ungrib.exe: error while loading shared libraries:
libpng12.so.0: cannot open shared object file: No such file
or directory
SOLUTION: Older Ubuntu versions have the libpng_1.2.54 library in their repository
archives while versions 16.10 and on do not. Download the library package.
-

First, install the libtool using the following command:

> sudo apt-get install libtool autoconf build-essential \
pkg-config automake tcsh
-

Then, download the following in the LIBRARIES directory (see Figure 3 for the
folder pathway) and install with these commands:

> wget \
http://archive.ubuntu.com/ubuntu/pool/main/libp/libpng/libp
ng_1.2.54.orig.tar.xz

Everything beyond the wget command should be typed without any spaces. It is a single
website link.
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> tar xvf libpng_1.2.54.orig.tar.xz
> cd libpng-1.2.54
> ./autogen.sh
> ./configure
> make -j8

> sudo make install
> sudo ldconfig

3.2. OBSGRID
Directions for compiling OBSGRID.
1. Download the OBSGRID .tar folder from
https://www2.mmm.ucar.edu/wrf/users/download/get_sources_pproc_util.html under the
WRF Utilities Downloads section.
2. OBSGRID should be unpacked in top level wrf folder user_WRF/ for library links to
work. See Figure 3 in Section 2.1.2.
3. Run the terminal environment variable commands for the specific computer and WRF
program. See Section 3.1.
4. Change directories and run configure with option 2 for GNU compilers.
> cd OBSGRID/
> ./configure
5. Change the configure.oa files (See Section 3.2.1 below).
6. Source ncl_stable using the conda package manager (See Section 3.2.2 below).
7. Run the compiler.
> ./compile
3.2.1. Configuration Options for OBSGRID
These are to be modified in the configure.oa file to avoid errors.
> gedit configure.oa
Delete -C in CPP to avoid warnings about incorrect characters.
Switch order of lnetcdff and lnetcdf so it reads as follows: NETCDF_LIBS =
-L${NETCDF}/lib -lnetcdff -lnetcdf
19

3.2.2. Source ncl_stable Before Compiling
This step has not been made clear by WRF guides but is instrumental in the successful
compilation of OBSGRID. OBSGRID cannot be compiled unless within the NCL environment.
To make this happen, visit https://www.ncl.ucar.edu/Download/conda.shtml.
Create a conda environment (miniconda works great) and install NCL, called ncl_stable. The
website given provides thorough downloading instructions.
From a UNIX terminal window in sh/bash mode, type:
> conda create -n ncl_stable -c conda-forge ncl
> source activate ncl_stable
Note that some versions of miniconda or Linux will not recognize the command source. Use
conda instead, as follows:
> conda activate ncl_stable
This will be used not only to compile OBSGRID but to map out domains and other helpful
variables using NCL. See Section 5.1. Once ncl_stable is activated it will say so on the far left of
the terminal line and will stay until the terminal is closed.

3.3. read_wrf_nc
In order to use the read_wrf_nc utility, first go to the WRF users page website and download the
script (https://www2.mmm.ucar.edu/wrf/users/download/get_sources_pproc_util.html). Place the
downloaded script file in a user-created directory. The copied WRF output files to be altered will
need to be placed in this directory as well. The machine used must have a netCDF library in
order to compile the read_wrf_nc script properly. Compiling the script will result in an
executable file that, when run, will permanently alter a WRF output file. Read_wrf_nc does NOT
produce a copy file, so be sure to create a copy of the output file to be altered prior to running the
executable file. This will preserve the original data, which is often helpful for making
comparisons.

3.4. CMAQ
The following subsections create the environment from which CMAQ is installed and run.
3.4.1. Installation of NetCDF-C.
1. Download netCDF-C from UCAR in the user home directory.
> wget ftp://ftp.unidata.ucar.edu/pub/netcdf/netcdf-c4.7.0.tar.gz
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2. Untar the downloaded file while still in the home directory.
> tar -xzvf netcdf-c-4.7.0.tar.gz
3. Check which version of gcc is installed. A version of 9.1.0 or later is required and should
be downloaded on the computer on which CMAQ is being installed.
> gcc --version
4. Create an installation directory that includes the compiler name.
> cd netcdf-c-4.7.0
> mkdir ../netcdf-c-4.7.0-gcc9.1.0
5. The configure --help command will display which settings can be used for the
build.
> ./configure --help
6. Set the compiler environment variables. These are basic environmental variables set up.
The last three environmental variables are set to fix possible errors in the netCDF-Fortran
installation. Note that the which command gives the pathways for each of the compilers.
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

which gfortran
which gcc
which g++
export CC=<output of “which gcc”>
export FC=<output of “which gfortran”>
export CXX=<output of “which g++”>
export F77=<output of “which gfortran”>
export LIBS=-lgfortran
export CFLAGS=-mcmodel=medium
export FFLAGS=-mcmodel=medium-shared-libgcc

7. Run the configure command.
This will configure everything for the installation to work correctly. The last two flags “-disable-netcdf-4” and “--disable-dap” are prescribed by CMAQ Support as they fix a
problem between the different versions of compilers.
> ./configure --prefix=/home/user/netcdf-c-4.7.0-gcc9.1.0 \
--disable-netcdf-4 --disable-dap
8. Install netCDF.
> make check install
If successful, the following message will be output:
| Congratulations! You have successfully installed netCDF! |
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The following is a potential error and its solution for the netCDF-C configuration.
===============================================================
ERROR: “configure: error: curl required for byte range
support.”
SOLUTION: This error may appear even if curl is installed and --enable-byterange is not
included in the configure command. It needs the libcurl packages. The command
> sudo apt install libcurl-dev
will list the three packages to download.
===============================================================
3.4.2. Installation of netCDF-Fortran
Below are the steps for the installation of netCDF-Fortran. The complete netCDF-Fortran
installation guide can be found at:
https://www.unidata.ucar.edu/software/netcdf/docs/building_netcdf_fortran.html
1. Download netCDF-Fortran from UCAR.
> wget ftp://ftp.unidata.ucar.edu/pub/netcdf/netcdffortran-4.4.5.tar.gz
2. Untar the tar.gz file in the user home directory.
> tar -xzvf netcdf-fortran-4.4.5.tar.gz
3. Change directories.
> cd netcdf-fortran-4.4.5
4. Make an install directory that matches the name of the compiler
> mkdir ../netcdf-fortran-4.4.5-gcc9.1.0
5. Set the environment variable NCDIR
> export NCDIR=/home/user/netcdf-c-4.7.0-gcc9.1.0
6. Set the environment variables to use the gcc and gfortran compilers
>
>
>
>
>
>

which gfortran
which gcc
which g++
export CC=<output of “which gfortran”>
export FC=<output of “which gcc”>
export CXX=<output of “which g++”>
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> export F77=<output of “which gfortran”>
> export LIBS=-lgfortran
7. Set the LD_LIBRARY_PATH to include the netcdf-C library path for the netCDF build
> export LD_LIBRARY_PATH=$NCDIR/lib:${LD_LIBRARY_PATH}
8. Check the LD_LIBRARY_PATH to make sure NCDIR is now included
> echo $LD_LIBRARY_PATH
9. Set the install directory for netCDF Fortran
> export NFDIR=/home/user/netcdf-fortran-4.4.5-gcc9.1.0
> export CPPFLAGS=-I${NCDIR}/include
> export LDFLAGS=−L${NCDIR}/lib
10. Run the configure command
> ./configure --prefix=${NFDIR} --disable-netcdf4 \
--disable-dap
11. Run the make check command
> make check
Output:
==========================================
Testsuite summary for netCDF-Fortran 4.4.5
==========================================
# TOTAL: 6
# PASS: 6
==========================================
12. Run the make install command
> make install
If successful, the command will output these lines to the terminal window:
| Congratulations! You have successfully installed the netCDF |
| Fortran libraries.
|
Libraries have been installed in /home/user/netcdf-fortran-4.4.5-gcc9.1.0

13. Set the LD_LIBRARY_PATH to include the netcdf-Fortran library path for the netCDF
build
> export LD_LIBRARY_PATH=$NFDIR/lib:${LD_LIBRARY_PATH}
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3.4.3. I/O API Installation
Below are steps for the I/O API installation, which can also be found at the following website:
https://www.cmascenter.org/ioapi/documentation/all_versions/html/AVAIL.html
1. Download I/O API
> cd ..
> git clone https://github.com/cjcoats/ioapi-3.2
2. Change the BIN setting to include the compiler name
> export BIN=Linux2_x86_64gfort_openmpi_4.0.1_gcc_9.1.0
3. Copy an existing Makeinclude file to have this BIN name at the end. For the system
created the only one that worked was the Makeinclude.Linux2_x86_64gfort_medium file.
> cd ioapi-3.2/ioapi
> cp Makeinclude.Linux2_x86_64gfort_medium Makeinclude.$BIN
4. Edit Makeinclude file
Editing the Makeinclude.$BIN file is important when working with GNU compilers. The changes
described below will prevent errors while compiling CMAQ. Use gedit or other text editor to
make the following edits to the Makeinclude.$BIN file.
> gedit Makeinclude.$BIN
Make these changes within the text editor. Add -DIOAPI_NCF4=1 to the ARCHFLAGS
variable so that it looks like this:
ARCHFLAGS =
-DAUTO_ARRAYS=1
-DF90=1 -DFLDMN=1
-DFSTR_L=int
-DIOAPI_NO_STDOUT=1
-DNEED_ARGS=1
-DIOAPI_NCF4=1
Then add -shared-libgcc to the MFLAGS variable and uncomment out the rest of the MFLAGS
variable flags so that it looks like:
MFLAGS = -mcmodel=medium -ffast-math -shared-libgcc -funroll-loops -m64 -Wall
-Wsurprising -march=native -mtune=native
An error reading “Makefile:208: recipe for target ‘airs2m3’ failed”
denotes that the -DIOAPI_NCF4=1 was not added to the ARCHFLAGS variable, as shown
above. Make sure this is done.
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5. Create a BIN directory.
> cd ..
> mkdir $BIN
The command echo $BIN will repeat the name of the BIN environment variable to ensure it is
correct.
6. Link the netcdf-C and netcdf-Fortran library in the $BIN directory.
Sometimes, the files are switched with libnetcdff.a being in netcdf-gcc9.1.0 and the libnetcdf.a
being in netcdf-fortran-4.4.5-gcc9.1.0. However, this is incorrect and should be switched as
shown below.
> cd $BIN
> ln -s /home/user/netcdf-c-4.7.0-gcc9.1.0/lib/libnetcdf.a
> ln -s \
/home/user/netcdf-fortran-4.4.5-gcc9.1.0/lib/libnetcdff.a
7. Run the make command to compile and link the ioapi library.
> cd ../ioapi
> cp Makefile.nocpl Makefile
Edit the BASEDIR variable as the path to the ioapi-3.2/ folder.
> gedit Makefile
8. Run the make command and verify that the libioapi.a was successfully built.
> make |& tee make.log
> cd ../$BIN
> ls -lrt libioapi.a
9. Copy and edit an existing Makefile before compiling the m3tools
> cd ../m3tools
> cp Makefile.nocpl Makefile
> gedit Makefile
Again, edit the BASEDIR variable to the ioapi-3.2/ folder path. Change the following line in the
Makefile to use the NCDIR and NFDIR environment variables
LIBS = -L${OBJDIR} -lioapi -L${NFDIR}/lib -lnetcdff -L${NCDIR}/lib -lnetcdf $(OMPLIBS)
$(ARCHLIB) $(ARCHLIBS)
10. Run the make command to compile m3tools and verify its success
> make |& tee make.log
> cd ../$BIN
> ls -rlt m3xtract
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3.4.4. CMAQ 5.3.1 Installation & Benchmarking Tutorial
1. Install the CMAQ_REPO in the home directory.
> git clone -b main https://github.com/USEPA/CMAQ.git \
CMAQ_REPO
2. Set up the bldit script.
This is an important step of setting up the entire CMAQ v5.3.1 build. Note that the
CMAQ_HOME directory needs to be created before the bldit script is run. It will be
named 531_CMAQ in the instructions that follow. See Figure 5 for clarification.
> mkdir 531_CMAQ
> cd CMAQ_REPO
> gedit bldit_project.csh
In bldit_project.csh, set CMAQ_HOME to be the new folder 531_CMAQ.
setenv CMAQ_HOME /home/user/531_CMAQ
3. Run the bldit script.
> ./bldit_project.csh |& tee bldit.log
Make sure to check the bldit.log file for any errors that need to be fixed.
4. Set environmental variables for the $CMAQ_HOME build script.
Changing the environmental variables is integral to building the CMAQ executable.
Make sure to set these correctly or it will not work.
> cd ..
> cd $CMAQ_HOME
> gedit config_cmaq.csh
Use the text editor to change these environmental variables in cmaq.csh to the desired locations.
setenv IOAPI_INCL_DIR “the location of the I/O API include header files on your system. This
should be the ~/ioapi-3.2/ioapi/fixed_src location”
setenv IOAPI_LIB_DIR “the location of compiled I/O API libraries on your system. This should be
the ~/ioapi-3.2/$BIN”
setenv NETCDF_LIB_DIR: the location of the netCDF C library installation on your system.
setenv NETCDF_INCL_DIR: the location of the netCDF C include files on your system.
setenv NETCDFF_LIB_DIR: the location of the netCDF Fortran library installation on your system.
setenv NETCDFF_INCL_DIR: the location of the netCDF Fortran include files on your system.
setenv MPI_LIB_DIR: the location of the MPI (OpenMPI or MVAPICH) on your system.
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EXAMPLE (“zachlawless” is the user directory)
setenv IOAPI_INCL_DIR /home/zachlawless/ioapi-3.2/ioapi/fixed_src #> I/O API include header
files
setenv IOAPI_LIB_DIR /home/zachlawless/ioapi3.2/Linux2_x86_64gfort_openmpi_4.0.1_gcc_9.1.0 #> I/O API libraries
setenv NETCDF_LIB_DIR /home/zachlawless/netcdf-c-4.7.2-gcc/lib #> netCDF C directory path
setenv NETCDF_INCL_DIR /home/zachlawless/netcdf-c-4.7.2-gcc/include #> netCDF C directory
path
setenv NETCDFF_LIB_DIR /home/zachlawless/netcdf-fortran-4.5.2-gcc/lib #> netCDF Fortran
directory path
setenv NETCDFF_INCL_DIR /home/zachlawless/netcdf-fortran-4.5.2-gcc/include #> netCDF
Fortran directory path
setenv MPI_LIB_DIR /home/zachlawless/openmpi #> MPI directory path
END OF EXAMPLE
Add -fopenmp to myLINK_FLAG:
setenv myLINK_FLAG "-fopenmp" # "-fopenmp" openMP not supported with CMAQ
Add -lmpi to mpi_lib:
setenv mpi_lib "-lmpi" #> -lmpich for mvapich or -lmpi for openmpi
Add -lnetcdff –lnetcdf:
setenv netcdf_lib "-lnetcdff -lnetcdf" #> -lnetcdff -lnetcdf for netCDF v4.2.0 and later
Save and exit the text editor.
> source config_cmaq.csh [compiler]
5. Download Benchmark 2Day Data from the following Google Drive.
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1wvz0jQuqnuT8RNj_EMuLec154-rFXucv
6. Run the $CMAQ_HOME buildscript and check for errors
> cd CCTM/scripts/
> ./bldit_cctm.csh [compiler] [version] |& tee \
bldit.cctm.log
> cat bldit.cctm.log
7. Place the data in the data folder.
Take the data downloads and untar the files in the ~/531_CMAQ/data/ directory
8. Configure Benchmark Run Script.
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> gedit run_cctm_Bench_2016_12SE1.csh
Change the end date so it will run two days. If running the two-week benchmark case then
change the end date to 2016-07-14.
set END_DATE = "2016-07-02" #> ending date (July 14, 2016)
Change the input data directory.
setenv INPDIR ~/531_CMAQ/data/2016_12SE1 #Input Directory
Save and exit the text editor.
9. Run the Benchmark Case.
> ./run_cctm_Bench_2016_12SE1.csh gcc |& tee cctm.log
Check the cctm.log for any errors that occurred.

3.5. AMET
The first step to installing AMET is to install the supporting software. There are several tiers of
software that must be installed. Instructions for their installation are included below.
Tier 1 Software
-

gzip (1.3.9)
gfortran (4.1.2)
ImageMagick (6.2.4.5)

These software packages can be installed using the apt-get package manager on Linux systems.
Install the version listed or any newer version.
Tier 2 Software
-

Network Common Data Form (netCDF)
o This can be downloaded and installed from the following website:
https://www.unidata.ucar.edu/downloads/netcdf/

-

Input/Output Applications Programming Interface (I/O API)
o This is a fairly common package that may already be installed, but if not can be
installed from the CMAS website: https://www.cmascenter.org/ioapi/

-

R

-

WGRIB

o Basic R software must be installed, as well as some additional packages. Once R
is installed, use the following commands to install the necessary packages:
> sudo R
> install.packages(c("RMySQL", "date", "maps", \
"mapdata","stats","plotrix", "Fields"))
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o This can be installed from the following website:
https://www.cpc.ncep.noaa.gov/products/wesley/wgrib.html
-

MySQL
o MySQL can be installed using the apt-get package manager in Linux. Use the
following command:
> sudo apt-get install mysql-server
o This guide assumes that the MySQL server will be run on the same machine as
AMET.
o Start and connect to the MySQL server per the MySQL instructions. This process
may vary depending on the device on which MySQL is installed. Find the
instructions here: https://dev.mysql.com/doc/refman/5.7/en/starting-server.html
o Once connected to the MySQL server, set up an AMET user using the ‘root’ login
with the following commands, replacing “some_pass” with a chosen password:
mysql> create user 'root'@'localhost' identified by \
'some_pass';
mysql> grant all privileges on \*.\* to \
'root'@'localhost' with grant option;
mysql> \q
o It is important to remember this password because it will be used in several
AMET scripts to provide access to the MySQL database.

Do NOT forget the MySQL password to avoid reinstallation
Tier 3 Software consists of scripts and utilities for pairing model and observational data and is
included in the AMET software distribution package. To download this package on a Linux
device, use the following command:
> git clone -b master https://github.com/USEPA/AMET.git \
AMET_v14
Note: This command assumes that git is installed on the Linux system.
The “src” directory contains Fortran programs that must be compiled. The executables for these
programs must be available and are referred to in the AMET configuration step (next). Use the
following commands to edit the Makefile file for each program, pointing the Makefiles to the
location of the local I/O API and netCDF installation directories.
> cd $AMETBASE/tools_src/combine/src
Edit the combine Makefile
> gedit Makefile
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> Make
Edit the bldoverlay Makefile
> cd ../../bldoverlay/src
> gedit Makefile
> Make
Edit the sitecmp Makefile
> cd ../sitecmp/scr
> gedit Makefile
> Make
Edit the sitecmp_dailyo3 Makefile
> cd ../sitecmp_dailyo3/scr
> gedit Makefile
> Make
Following the installation of the necessary software, AMET must be configured. To do this, edit
the amet-config.R script in the $AMETBASE/configure/ directory and ensure the following
variables are set correctly:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

amet_base ----------------------------------------------- base AMET installation directory path
EXEC_sitex_daily_config ----------------------- sitecmp_dailyo3 executable directory path
EXEC_sitex_config ----------------------------------------- sitecmp executable directory path
obs_data_dir ------------------- observational data directory path; typically $amet_base/obs
mysql_server ------------------------ IP Address or name of MySQL server used for AMET
amet_login --------------------------------------------------------------------- use the “root” login
amet_pass ----------------------------------- password for the AMET MySQL database server
maxrec ---------------- the maximum number of records allowed in a single MySQL query
Bldoverlay_exe_config ---------------------------------- bldoverlay executable directory path

Database Setup
After AMET and the supporting software have been installed and configured, a MySQL database
must be set up. The following instructions show how to set up the database.
-

Navigate to the AMET database set up directory.
> cd $AMETBASE/scripts_db/dbSetup

-

Run the create_amet_user.csh script. After execution, input the MySQL password when
prompted. This will set up the AMET user.
> ./create_amet_user.csh
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Once the database has been set up, this step does not need to be repeated for future projects.
However, database population must be done for every new AMET project. The process of
database population is different for each of the two fields, MET and AQ. Each of those processes
is outlined in Section 5.5.

3.6. VERDI
To install VERDI, go to the CMAS website (www.cmascenter.org) and find “VERDI” under the
“Software” tab. On the right, click on the DOWNLOAD link to download VERDI. Then click on
the DOCUMENTATION link to find the VERDI user guide. Chapter 3 of the user guide gives
installation instructions. Scroll to the “Installation Instructions for Linux and Mac” section and
follow those steps to finish the installation.
Note: The installation instructions use “VERDI 2.1” instead of “VERDI 2.0 beta.” Make sure to
use the correct name (VERDI 2.0 beta) in the installation or some steps may not work.
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4.

Data Sources

This section describes how to download the meteorological data required for dust modeling,
including steps 3 and 4 from the Procedural Checklist.
3. Download meteorological data from NCAR for the time period. See Section 4.
4. Download LITTLE_R data. See Section 4.
Dust simulations require significant amounts of data to describe the weather, land use, and soil
conditions for a given case. These can be thought of as the boundary and initial conditions for the
emission and transport equations used in the dust calculations. Data may be divided into two
types – static data and transient meteorological data. Static data means it does not experience
frequent or substantial changes day to day, such as land type, whereas transient data means it is
frequently changing, like precipitation and wind speeds. This means that static data is typically
available in datasets that do not need to be switched out for years at a time, while transient data is
specific to the day and time and must be downloaded for each desired case. The static data used
by WPS is provided on the WRF website, as mentioned previously in Section 3.1, but accurate
dust emission and transport calculations require additional meteorological and observational
data.
The meteorological or “met” data can be found at https://rda.ucar.edu/datasets/ds083.2/ and is
the dataset titled NCEP FNL Operational Model Global Tropospheric Analyses. It contains many
variables necessary for both WRF and CMAQ. From the link, navigate to the Data Access tab,
select the Web File Listing next to the grib2 files and choose the faceted browse option. A list of
parameters to be selected for the download are included in Figure 7. Collect data from about a
month before the desired study period until a few days after. This is because a spin up period is
needed to correct potential inaccuracies from default initial or boundary conditions before getting
to the actual dust event. Copy and paste the script (be warned that the “Save As” function may
change the script) and add the user password for UCAR, then make the script executable and run
it. The commands are the same for the LITTLE_R download script which can be found below.
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Figure 7. NCAR RDA 083.2 Data Field Selections. Choose each of the checked parameters when
preparing for the data download [7].

Observational data will be used by OBSGRID; the format it requires is called LITTLE_R.
LITTLE_R data can be formatted or downloaded. There is a MADIS2LITTLER converter
available, but it is no longer supported and all debugging must be done by the user. Therefore, it
is recommended that LITTLE_R data that has already been correctly formatted for use with
OBSGRID be used. Both surface observations and upper air observations are available in
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LITTLE_R format on the NCAR website https://rda.ucar.edu/ - !lfd?nb=y&b=all&v=Full+List
though the surface observations are the most relevant for dust studies and are all that were used
for the Utah run that is discussed in Section 6. Read the WRF user guide [8] to know how to
incorporate upper air observations with the surface ones if that is desired. From the link, filter the
listings by the LITTLE_R data format to access the correct datasets. Choose the surface
observational weather data and then go to the Data Access tab, selecting the Web File Listing
next to the product that reads, “(little_r format).” Unlike the above process, choose the Complete
File List and go into the year of interest. Highlighting the desired dates will provide a
downloadable C shell script where the user can add their NCAR password and make it
executable.
> gedit name_of_downloaded_script.csh
The password should be typed immediately following the comment box where it says set
pswd = $1. Replace the $1 with the UCAR account password for the script to be validated.
Now make it executable by entering
> chmod +x name_of_downloaded_script.csh
and then running the script with
> ./name_of_downloaded_script.csh
Note that the downloaded script should be placed in the OBSGRID folder so that the files can
also be found there. However, the downloaded LITTLE_R files will have the incorrect date
format and need to be changed. This can be done using a script to change all the dates from the
format 2021051012, for example, to the correct format of 2021-05-10_12. An example script is
given in Appendix B.1 by the name obs_dates.csh.

TIP: On the UCAR site, click the first and last dates and a pop-up box will offer to select
everything in between. This saves a lot of time.
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5.

Running a Case

This section describes the specific steps that are needed to run a dust simulation case. This
includes steps 5-9 (WPS), 10-13 (OBSGRID), 13-16 (WRF), 16-18 (CMAQ), and 19-20 (AMET
and VERDI) from the Procedural Checklist. Note that gedit is used as the text editor throughout
this guide, but other text editors such as vi and GNU nano can be used as well. Also note that the
transient nature of the simulations produces very large output files. If multiple computational
runs are planned, multi-TB hard drives will be needed to store the data.

5.1. WPS
5. Identify and map the geographic domain using NCL. See Section 5.1.
6. Edit namelist.wps. See Section 5.1 and Appendix A.1.
7. Run geogrid. See Section 5.1.
8. Run ungrib. See Section 5.1.
9. Run metgrid. See Section 5.1.
The WRF preprocessing system (WPS) is a straightforward procedure. The UCAR WRF Online
Tutorial (ARW OnLine Tutorial (ucar.edu)) runs users through the process step by step, and it
translates well into dust modeling. The same steps identified in the UCAR WRF tutorial are
detailed below.
1. Set up the geographic domain (geogrid.exe)
Start in the WPS/ directory. Edit namelist.wps to fit the domain and add to the default static data.
Note that the steps below are insufficient for a location with any ocean boundaries. See the
example namelist.wps in Appendix A.1 for domain values for the state of Utah to use as
reference.
To set the domain, open namelist.wps and use the list of settings that follows:
> gedit namelist.wps
e_we
e_sn
dx
dy
map_proj
ref_lat
ref_lon
truelat1
truelat2
stand_lon
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Viewing the map of the domain to ensure a correct placement can be done with two simple steps:
> source activate ncl_stable
 This only needs to be done once per terminal. This was set up for the OBSGRID
installation in Section 3.2.2.
> ncl util/plotgrids_new.ncl


Do this anytime a setting is changed to view the map again. Clicking anywhere on
the map will close it. Remember to save the namelist.wps anytime a change is
made

To add to default data, open namelist.wps and edit geog_data_res like such:
geog_data_res =
‘nlcd2011_9s+9s+varsso_2m+soiltype_top_30s+greenfrac_fpar_modis+lai_modis_10m+albedo_m
odis’
With the domain properly set, run geogrid
> ./geogrid.exe
This creates geo_em.d01.nc which will not be used again until CMAQ.
2. Unpack data (ungrib.exe)
Link in the GFS Vtable, a variable table from the Global Forecast System; this only needs to be
done once and then will be available for all future cases as long as the link is not broken or
removed
> ln -sf ungrib/Variable_Tables/Vtable.GFS Vtable
Download NCEP FNL data (see Section 4) and link it into the WPS/ folder by running
> ./link_grib.csh ../DATA/[rest_of_data_pathway]/fnl
This creates GRIB files which should then be processed by
> ./ungrib.exe
to produce files appearing as FILE:2021-05-10_00, though with the date of the current case
instead of this sample date.
3. Interpolate input data onto computational domain (metgrid.exe)
There is no further preparation for metgrid. Run
> ./metgrid.exe
This creates met_em.d01.*.nc which will be sent to OBSGRID, not WRF. Note that the asterisk
denotes the date of the case study. These files will be referred to as met_em* from here on out.
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5.2. OBSGRID
10. Link metgrid outputs in the OBSGRID/ folder. See Section 5.2.
11. Edit namelist.oa. See Section 5.2 and Appendix A.2.
12. Run OBSGRID. See Section 5.2.
13. Link OBSGRID outputs to the WRF/ folder. See Sections 5.2 and 5.3.
OBSGRID is an intermediate step that comes right after metgrid, using the met_em* files and
then outputting files to be used in WRF. Reference the overall Procedural Checklist given in
Section 1 or the fragment just under the heading of this very section. It may help to review
Figure 2 as well.
1. Configure and compile OBSGRID.
2. Run geogrid.exe and metgrid.exe as usual.
3. Instead of linking the new met_em* files to the WRF/test/em_real directory, link them
directly into the OBSGRID/ directory (see Figure 3).
> cd ../OBSGRID
> ln -sf ../WPS/met_em* .
4. Format or download LITTLE_R data into the OBSGRID/ directory as specified in
Section 4. Edit the following accordingly.
> gedit namelist.oa
Specify the naming convention of the downloaded data within the namelist.oa file (e.g., a
data file named SURFACE_OBS:2021-05-05_00 would mean obs_filename =
‘./SURFACE_OBS’) or the path to the data location if not in the OBSGRID/ directory
(obs_filename = /DATA/2021/SURFACE_OBS).
5. Edit the rest of namelist.oa. Generally, only &record1 will need to be changed. The dates
and times in that section are critical since OBSGRID is capable of processing incorrect
data. All other settings have been left as the defaults for the Utah example run and can be
found in Appendix A.2.
DOUBLE CHECK the DATES in &record1 before running OBSGRID
6. Remove any previous OBS_DOMAIN1** files in the folder or else they will be
incorporated into the new case.
> rm OBS_DOMAIN*
7. Run OBSGRID
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> ./obsgrid.exe
This creates many files, though the ones pertinent to soil nudging and objective analysis
are as follows: metoa_em* files, wrsfdda_d01, and OBS_DOMAIN1**.
8. Execute the script run_cat_obs_files.csh to concatenate the various OBS_DOMAIN files
into one OBS_DOMAIN101 file that can be processed by WRF. This is why the previous
files must be removed before concatenating new files.
> ./run_cat_obs_files.csh
9. Link the metoa_em*, wrfsfdda_d01, and OBS_DOMAIN101 files into the
WRF/test/em_real directory.
>
>
>
>

cd
ln
ln
ln

../WRF/test/em_real
-sf ../../../OBSGRID/metoa* .
-sf ../../../OBSGRID/wrfsfdda_d01 .
-sf ../../../OBSGRID/OBS_DOMAIN101 .

The metoa_em* files must all be renamed to be met_em* files to be read by WRF, which
can be done using the mmv command as seen in the example script remove_oa.csh in
Appendix B.2. This script is also capable of linking all the aforementioned files instead of
using the terminal commands above. Note “user_WRF” in the script should be changed
to what the user’s folder is called.

5.3. WRF
13. Link OBSGRID outputs to the WRF/ folder. See Sections 5.2 and 5.3.
14. Edit namelist.input. See Section 5.3 and Appendix A.3.
15. Run real and WRF. See Section 5.3.
16. Save WRF files to CMAQ/ folder. See Section 5.3.
1. Make sure the metoa*, wrfsfdda, and OBS_DOMAIN101 files from OBSGRID have been
linked in to WRF/test/em_real and that metoa* has been changed to met*.
2. Edit namelist.input.
> gedit namelist.input
This is much more involved than the last namelist. See the example in Appendix A.3. The
variables specific to soil nudging in the PX LSM are pxlsm_smois_init = 1 and
pxlsm_soil_nudge = 1. To enable surface analysis and nudging, make grid_sfdda = 1.
These can be combined with 3D analysis and observational nudging, which are denoted
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by grid_fdda = 1 and obs_nudging_opt = 1, respectively. All other values on the namelist
are coefficients and variable selection that will vary depending on the study being
performed. Default values were used in the Utah case described in Section 6, the entire
namelist.input being available in Appendix A.3.
CMAQ requires the use of Pleim-Xiu Land Surface Model in WRF
3. Once the namelist is filled out, run
> ./real.exe
to produce the wrfbdy_d01 and wrfinput_d01 files.
4. The real executable runs rather quickly. To make sure it ran properly, do the following:
> cat rsl.error.0000
The last line of this file will say if it was successful or not.
5. If successful, it is time to run WRF. No further preparation is needed. WRF runs of this
magnitude should be run in parallel with the command
> mpirun -np 25 ./wrf.exe
where the number 25 can be replaced with the desired number of processors. Depending
on the number of processors and size of the computational domain, this will take many
hours to finish and will eventually output the wrfout_d01.* files to be used in CMAQ.
6. Save the wrfout* and geo_em.d01.nc (from geogrid.exe) files from WRF/test/em_real/
and WPS/, respectively, to 531_CMAQ/data/PREP_INPUT/ in a folder distinguishing
the current case.
10mwind.ncl plot
This step is not necessary but is useful for plotting wind speeds before running CMAQ to make
sure the wind has a high enough velocity to expect dust transport.
1. Save the 10mwind.ncl script found in Appendix C anywhere on the computer that will be
remembered. It requires minimal editing.
> gedit 10mwind.ncl
Edit a=addfile to define path to the wrfout* file to be used, everything else can be left the same.
Look for the TIME LOOP, it characterizes the timing of the plots. The first number defines how
many time frames to skip ahead; it is nice to not start at 0 since there is generally a month of data
prior to the actual event date. Fiddle with this number to skip those times. The third number,
currently 1 in the appendix, is how many hours will be between each click.
2. Activate ncl_stable if it has not yet been done. See Section 3.2.2.
> source activate ncl_stable
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3. Run the script. A window will pop up with a wind speed plot.
> ncl 10mwind.ncl
Clicking on the graphic that appears will move to the next time step. Note that there is no way to
go back in time without restarting the script. Use CTRL+C at any time to stop the script.

5.4. CMAQ
16. Save WRF files to CMAQ/ folder. See Section 5.3.
17. Use read_wrf_nc here if desired. See Section 5.4.1.
18. Run MCIP, ICON, BCON, and CCTM (CMAQ). See Sections 5.4.2, 5.4.3, 5.4.4, and
5.4.5.
5.4.1. read_wrf_nc
It is not necessary to use the read_wrf_nc utility when running a CMAQ case. This utility is used
only if the user desires to modify WRF output files to reflect a desired change from “baseline”
conditions. For example, “baseline” WRF output files may include land use data from a
particular static data set such as the 2011 NLCD which shows the size of the Great Salt Lake
near Salt Lake City, Utah. If the user has updated information that better reflects current (or
future) size of the lake, read_wrf_nc. can be used to modify the lake shore line by changing the
“baseline” water type to land type.
The following example gives a step-by-step description of one application of the read_wrf_nc
utility. The images used in the example are created from WRF output files using VERDI 2.0 beta
(see Section 5.6).
Be sure to use a COPY of the wrfout* file, NOT the original!
Example - Using the read_wrf_nc utility to change the soil type of an area within a modeled
domain.
1. Locate the subroutine USER_CODE
Open the read_wrf_nc script. Scroll all the way to the bottom of the script and there will be a
subroutine titled “USER_CODE.” In this subroutine is an “if” statement with several “else if”
statements within it. Each “if” or “else if” statement corresponds to a WRF output variable. The
code within the “if” or “else if” statement is how that particular variable will be changed if the
executable file is run.
if ( var == 'TSK') then
! will turn all TSK values to 100.00
data_real = 100.00
elseif ( var == 'SOILHGT') then
! raise soil height by 30%
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where (data_real .gt. 0.0)
data_real = data_real + 0.3*data_real
endwhere
elseif ( var == 'ISLTYP') then
! change all 1's in this field with 2's
!where (data_int == 1 )
! data_int = 2
!endwhere
data_int = 2
! change all into 2's
elseif ( var == 'TH2') then
! change TH2 to 273.00 - this is for 3dvar
!
double precision fields
data_dp_real = 273.0
else
print*,"Variable given was not one of above - so no change will be"
print*," made to any variables"
endif
2. Edit USER_CODE subroutine
When the executable file is run, the variable to be altered must be input as well. Only one
variable can be altered at a time. However, the script can be edited to include code for how to
alter many different variables. After compiling the script, the executable file needs to be run once
for each variable to be altered. It is important to keep the script organized so that each variable is
altered exactly as desired.
Edit the “if” statement by changing the variable value from ‘TSK’ to ‘LANDMASK.’ Delete the
comment and the code under the “if” statement.
if ( var == 'LANDMASK') then
Insert the following code under the “if” statement:
if ( var == 'LANDMASK') then
data_int(8:20, 30:35, 1) = 1
After editing, save the script.
3. Compile the script
The following bash script is helpful to compile the read_wrf_nc.f script quickly and efficiently.
Make sure this bash script is contained in the same directory as the read_wrf_nc.f script.
#!/bin/sh
Gfortran -fno-backtrace read_wrf_nc.f -L/home/user/user_WRF/Build_WRF/LIBRARIES/netcdf/lib lnetcdff -lnetcdf -I/home/user/user_WRF/Build_WRF/LIBARARIES/netcdf/include -ffree-form -o
read_wrf_nc
exit
Using this bash script, compile the read_wrf_nc.f script. If it compiles successfully, there should
be a new executable file called read_wrf_nc in the same directory.
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4. Run the Executable File
To run the executable file, enter the following command into the terminal:
> ./read_wrf_nc wrf_data_file_name -EditData LANDMASK
A prompt will appear asking whether the user wants to continue. Verify that the WRF output file
has been copied and then enter “yes”.
5. Use VERDI to Verify Changes
Once the executable file has been run it is useful to visualize results to check that the changes
made were correct. VERDI is a tool that can be used for this purpose. To learn how to use
VERDI to see plots of WRF output data, including the changed output files, see Section 5.6.
The plots shown in Figure 8 and Figure 9 were generated from the example commands given
above. Figure 8 shows the initial data from the WRF output files. Figure 9 shows the modified
land use properties after running the read_wrf_nc utility.

Figure 8. LANDMASK data for the eastern United States. Dry land is represented by a 1, and water is
represented by a 0. This is the WRF ouptut data before using the read_wrf_nc utility.
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Figure 9. WRF output data after using the read_wrf_nc utility. The rectangle in the midwest now has a
LANDMASK value of 0, indicating that it is water (compare with Figure 8).

Additional resources for using the read_wrf_nc utility can be found at:
https://www2.mmm.ucar.edu/wrf/OnLineTutorial/Tools/read_wrf_nc.php
5.4.2. MCIP
1. Go to 531_CMAQ/data/CMAQ_INPUT/
To keep the folder structure inside case_name/ as with the original, do not just make a new
folder; copy a previous run's folder and rename it according to the current case. Switch out files
throughout the run as detailed in these instructions.
2. Go to 531_CMAQ/PREP/mcip/scripts/ and edit run_mcip.csh
> gedit run_mcip.csh
Fill in the pathway of the config_cmaq.csh and set these variables in the run script:
CMAQ_HOME, APPL, CoordName, GridName, DataPath, InMetDir, InGeoDir, OutDir,
ProgDir, WorkDir, InMetFiles, IfGeo, InGeoFile, LPV, LWOUT, LUVBOUT, MCIP_START,
MCIP_END, INTVL, and WRF_LC_REF_LAT. Note:
•
•

MCIP_START cannot be set as the first day of the wrfout* file. Use the second day.
WRF_LC_REF_LAT should match the variable ref_lat from the namelist.wps
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3. Run MCIP
> ./run_mcip.csh
This outputs to 531_CMAQ/data/mcip/case_name/, a folder made by MCIP.
4. Copy all MCIP output files, not the folder, to CMAQ_INPUT/case_name/met/mcipv5.1/
5.4.3. ICON
1. Go to 531_CMAQ/PREP/icon/scripts/ and edit run_icon.csh
> gedit run_icon.csh
Fill in the pathway of the config_cmaq.csh file and set these variables in the run script: APPL,
GRID_NAME, GRIDDESC, DATE, and MET_CRO_3D_FIN
2. Run ICON
> ./run_icon.csh
This runs very fast and outputs the file ICON_v531_[case name]_profile_[date] to
531_CMAQ/data/icon/
3. Copy the ICON output file to 531_CMAQ/data/CMAQ_INPUT/case_name/icbc/
5.4.4. BCON
1. Go to 531_CMAQ/PREP/bcon/scripts/ and edit run_bcon.csh
> gedit run_bcon.csh
Fill in the pathway of the config_cmaq.csh file and set these variables in the run script: APPL,
GRID_NAME, GRIDDESC, DATE, and MET_BDY_3D_FIN
2. Run BCON
> ./run_bcon.csh
This runs very fast and outputs the file BCON_v531_[case name]_profile_[date] to
531_CMAQ/data/bcon/
3. Copy the BCON output file to 531_CMAQ/data/CMAQ_INPUT/case_name/icbc/
5.4.5. CCTM
1. Go to 531_CMAQ/CCTM/scripts/
2. Copy the script of a previous run and rename it to match the current case.
3. Change the following directories and/or files to represent the current case directory and
file names. Depending on the editor used, can use CTRL +F to find them in the text file.
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APPL
INPDIR
OUTDIR
GRID_NAME
GRIDDESC
ICFILE
BCFILE
4. Run in terminal with
> ./[current_case_script]
Takes hours to finish and will output many files to
531_CMAQ/data/CMAQ_OUTPUT/output_CCTM_[case name]/ ready for analysis.
5.4.6. CMAQ Runtime Error
===============================================================
ERROR: Runscript Detected an Error: CGRID file was not
written.
This indicates that CMAQ was interrupted or an issue exists with writing output. The run
script will now abort rather than proceeding to subsequent days.
SOLUTION: Check to see if ncl_stable is still activated in the terminal. It will say
(ncl_stable) instead of (base) on the far left. If so, either deactivate it or run
CCTM in a new terminal. If not, check to make sure the GRIDDESC file was properly
copied after running MCIP and that the pathway is correct in the run script.
===============================================================

5.5. AMET
19. Run CMAQ outputs through AMET. See Section 5.5.
20. Plot desired graphics in either AMET or VERDI. See Sections 5.5 and 5.6.
The steps to run AMET should be done again for each CMAQ case to be visualized. Note that
only the steps relevant to visualizing dust modeling have been included. Additional help,
especially on the MET side of AMET, can be found in the AMET user guide.
1. Download relevant observational data – AQS for air quality, MADIS for MET
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To download MADIS data, visit http://www-sdd.fsl.noaa.gov/MADIS. AQS data can be found at
http://aqsdr1.epa.gov/aqsweb/aqstmp/airdata/download_files.html.
Once the observational data is downloaded, place it in the AMETBASE/obs/AQ directory. The
monitoring station locations should be in .csv files under the subdirectory
AMETBASE/obs/AQ/site_files.
2. Creating a New AQ Project and AQ Network
In order for AQ database population to work, post-processing of CMAQ model data must be
done to map between the model and the various observational networks. This can be done in one
step using the aqProject_pre_and_post.csh script, found in the AMET_v14/scripts_db/
directory.
The aqProject_pre_and_post.csh script itself contains a more detailed explanation of its purpose,
followed by many user-inputted settings. Below is what to set for those inputs. Note that the
script is separated into at least 8 parts, each numbered, which correspond to the numbers of the
steps given here.
•

Step 1 - have all options set to T for true with the exception of RUN_HR2DAY and
DELETE_PROJECT.

•

Step 2 - state the compiler type and version and set the CMAQ_HOME/ directory,
which has been called 531_CMAQ/ throughout this guide. Also set the AMETBASE/
directory, which has been called AMET_v14/ in this guide. Choose the csv file
format.

•

Step 3 - set case specific details for dates, names, the run ID, file pathways to CMAQ
outputs.

•

Step 4 - set the EXEC_combine path.

•

Step 5 - set the EXEC_hr2day path and turn on any desirable settings.

•

Step 6 - set additional file paths and set additional options if needed.

•

Step 7 - give AMET_PROJECT a name.

•

Step 8 - change the desired file type of the plots produced by AMET. Beyond Step 8,
the user should not need to make further modifications.

Run the script.
> ./aqProject_pre_and_post.csh
This creates a COMBINE_ACONC_v531_gcc_*.nc file outputted to
AMET_v14/output/[case_name]/ to be viewed within VERDI. Generic plots are also created,
which can be found within AMET_v14/output/[case_name]/plots
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3. Creating a New Analysis Project
The analysis scripts are found in the scripts_analysis/ directory. Navigate to that directory and
copy the appropriate example project to a new directory with the new project name. Ensure that
the exact project name is used, as many scripts reference this name directly.
Configure the chosen analysis scripts as necessary. Descriptions for the settings in each analysis
script are included in the scripts. Edit the AMETBASE and AMET_DATABASE variables so
that they are consistent with the AMET installation on the system. A common script is
run_timeseries.csh which creates a plot of a desired variable over a specified date range. A PDF
graph and a .csv file with all the data points are outputted.
For more information on what kind of plots are available and to see example plots, use the
AMET user guide found at:
https://github.com/USEPA/AMET/blob/master/docs/AMET_Users_Guide_v14.md#New_AQ_P
roject

5.6. VERDI
20. Plot desired graphics in either AMET or VERDI. See Sections 5.5 and 5.6.
In this section the following steps for using VERDI will be discussed:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Understanding the VERDI interface
Loading a dataset
Creating plots from datasets
Plot Configurations
Animating plots and creating GIFs
Helpful tips

1. Understanding the VERDI Interface
Using the Linux terminal window, navigate to the directory where VERDI is stored. Open
VERDI by executing the verdi.sh script.
> cd VERDI_2.0_beta
> ./verdi.sh
The VERDI interface should appear. An example is shown in Figure 10. On the left-hand side of
the interface is where datasets can be loaded. These may come from WRF or from CMAQ. This
guide will not discuss the use of the Areas tab or the Formulas tab.
In the upper panel are the seven different kinds of plots that VERDI can generate. These are:
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Tile Plots – two-dimensional gridded view
Areal Interpolation
Vertical Cross-Section – two-dimensional side view of data layers
Time Series – line graph of average values with respect to time
Time Series Bar Plot – same as Time Series but bar graph instead of line graph
Scatter Plot – uses two variables to show possible correlation
Contour Plot – three-dimensional representation of data

Figure 10. The VERDI GUI that is opened by the verdi.sh script.

2. Loading a Dataset
In the “Datasets” window there are three buttons: one with a plus, one with a minus, and one
with an arrow. To load a dataset, click on the “plus” button on the far left. A file selection
window will open. Navigate to the WRF or CMAQ output file to be displayed, then select it and
click “open.”
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Once the dataset is loaded, groups of variables will appear in the “Datasets” window. Clicking
on each one will show the variables contained in that group in the “Variables” window.
3. Creating Plots from Datasets
In the “Variables” window, locate the variable to be plotted and click on it twice. It will become
highlighted. Then, near the top of the interface, select one of the 7 styles of plots. After a
moment, the plot should appear in the large open window on the right-hand side of the interface.
If the plot doesn’t appear after a few moments, click twice on the variable to be plotted and try
again to select a plot.
4. Plot Configurations
Once a plot has been created, it can be configured to display data in a better or more accurate
way. Near the top of the plot window there are several buttons, one of which says, “Configure.”
Clicking on this opens a drop-down menu which three options: configure plot, load
configuration, and save configuration. Clicking on the “configure plot” option opens a new
window that contains several options for configuring the plot. These options include the color
scale of the plot, axis settings, title settings, and a visible grid.
Plot configurations can be saved once completed by opening the “Configure” drop-down menu
and selecting “save configuration.” Once the configuration is saved, it can be loaded to other
plots using the “load configuration” option. This allows the user to quickly configure many plots
with the same settings, if desired.
5. Animating Plots and Creating GIFs
Plots in VERDI can be animated in the plot window using the playback options found in the
upper-right corner of the plot window. This animation will cycle through time steps. The speed
of the animation can be controlled by changing the number of miliseconds spent on each time
step, also found in the upper-right corner.
This animation can be saved either as a movie or as a GIF. Saving the animation as a movie will
create an MP4 file that requires video-playing software to display, while an animated GIF is
much more versatile and can be displayed in many circumstances.
There are a couple of ways to save an animation. There is a “Plots” option found in both the plot
window and the main window of the VERDI interface. The “Plots” tab in the main interface
window will open a drop-down menu where the “Animate Plot” button can be found. This button
will open a new window that allows the user to select the time steps to be animated and then save
the animation as a movie or as a GIF.
Note: The “Plots” tab in the plot window will only allow for a GIF to be created.
6. Helpful Tips
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•

•

Multiple plots can be created within VERDI, with tabs near the bottom of the
interface that allow the user to toggle between plots. These plots can be created from
different variables as well.
Plots can be shown next to each other in separate windows using an option found in
the topmost Plots tab called Undock All Plots.
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6.

Example Dust Modeling Run

A dust event in the state of Utah in May of 2020 was simulated using WRF and CMAQ. The
approach used along with sample results will be detailed in this section to help users get a better
feel for how to run these simulations. Note that the time stamps in the figures are in Mountain
Daylight Time (MDT), which is 6 hours earlier than Universal Time Coordinated (UTC). All
data and results will be given in UTC. The figures’ times were manually changed to fit the time
zone of Utah.
Use the steps below to run this Utah 2020 case. Appendix A contains namelists for the case. It is
assumed that all necessary features have been installed successfully prior to this point. In
addition to the namelists in Appendix A, several plots of model set up and results have been
supplied to compare results during the simulation process.
1. The potential dust event of interest occurs around the 19th-21st of May 2020. Use Section
4 to gather data starting from 2020-04-22 at midnight and going until 2020-05-27 at
midnight.
2. Run all three parts of WPS by following the steps in Section 5.1. Copy the namelist.wps
from Appendix A.1 and use NCL to graph the domain. It will look just like Figure 11 if
lines 46 and 47 of the plotgrids_new.ncl file are uncommented by removing the
semicolons. Otherwise, only state line and latitude/longitude lines will be present, though
the county lines have no effect on the WRF results.

Figure 11. Plot of the domain of the 2020 Utah event according to the namelist.wps as graphed in NCL.
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3. Get LITTLE_R data if that has not yet been done (see Section 4). Run OBSGRID,
following the steps in Section 5.2 and using the namelist.oa in Appendix A.2.
4. Use the remove_oa.csh script in Appendix B.2 to move OBSGRID outputs into the WRF
folders and rename the metoa* files. To do so, change the “user_WRF” within the script
to the name of the corresponding folder on the computer at hand. Run from the em_real/
directory.
5. Edit the namelist.input so that it matches the one in Appendix A.3. Run real.exe and
check for errors. From there, run wrf.exe in parallel. See Section 5.3. Check for a wrfout*
file once completed.
6. Graph wind plots using the wind.ncl script. See Section 5.3 and compare results to Figure
12.

Figure 12. Wind speed profiles during the May 19, 2020 dust event. Wind conditions are shown for peak
dust event hours. Wind barbs use standard wind barb notation. Wind speed is shown via a color map in
meters per second (0-35 m/s scale). The time is in Mountain Daylight Time (MDT), which is 6 hours
earlier than UTC.

7. The read_wrf_nc will not be used for this case at this time. Skip this step.
8. Save the WRF output to the PREP_INPUT folder. See Figure 5 and Section 5.3.
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9. Run MCIP, ICON, BCON, and CCTM as described in Section 5.4.
10. Use the aqProject_pre_and_post.csh script in AMET. See Step 3 of Section 5.5.
11. Use VERDI to graph PM2.5TOT from the COMBINE_ACONC* files output by AMET.
See Section 5.6 and compare results to Figure 13.

Figure 13. Modeled dust concentrations during the May 19, 2020 dust event. Model predictions show the
dust originating in the Great Salt Lake Desert and Sevier Dry Lake areas and moving north and
somewhat east following the prevailing wind conditions. Dust concentration scale is 0 – 180 µg/m3. The
time is in Mountain Daylight Time (MDT), which is 6 hours earlier than UTC.

If plotted images look like the ones above, then all programs have been used correctly and WRF
and CMAQ have run successfully.
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7.

Acronyms

ACM2 PBL

Asymmetric Convective Model Version 2 Planetary Boundary Layer

ADP

Automated Data Processing

AMET

Atmospheric Model Evaluation Tool

AQS

Air Quality System Network

BCON

Boundary Conditions Processor

CCTM

CMAQ Chemistry Transport Model

CONUS

Continental United States

CMAQ

Community Multiscale Air Quality Modeling System

EPA

Environmental Protection Agency

FPAR

Fraction of absorbed photosynthetically active radiation

ICON

Initial Conditions Processor

LAI

Leaf Area Index

MCIP

Meteorology-Chemistry Interface Processor

MRLC

Multi-Resolution Land Characteristics Consortium

MODIS

Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer

NCAR

National Center for Atmospheric Research

NCEP

National Center for Environmental Predictions

NCL

NCAR Command Language

NLCD

National Land Cover Database

PM2.5

Particulate Matter 2.5 microns

PX LSM

Pleim-Xiu Land Surface Model

UCAR

University Corporation for Atmospheric Research

UTC

Universal Time Coordinated

VERDI

Visual Environment for Rich Data Interpretation

WPS

WRF Preprocessing System
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Appendix A. namelists for the May 2020 case
Note that in many rows there are multiple listings, each separated by a comma. The program will
read the number of listings according to the value of the max_dom setting. Since max_dom = 1 in
these namelists, only what immediately follows the equal sign will be processed.
Exclamation marks denote comments, so anything following an ! will not be read by the
computer.

A.1 namelist.wps
&share
wrf_core =
'ARW',
max_dom =
1,
start_date =
'2020-04-22_00:00:00','2017-03-01_12:00:00'
end_date =
'2020-05-27_00:00:00','2017-05-10_06:00:00'
interval_seconds =
21600
io_form_geogrid =
2,
/
&geogrid
parent_id
=
0, 1,
parent_grid_ratio =
1, 5,
i_parent_start =
1, 30,
j_parent_start =
1, 47,
e_we
=
95, 121,
e_sn
=
95, 191,
!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! IMPORTANT NOTE !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
! The default datasets used to produce the MAXSNOALB and ALBEDO12M
! fields have changed in WPS v4.0. These fields are now interpolated
! from MODIS-based datasets.
!
! To match the output given by the default namelist.wps in WPS v3.9.1,
! the following setting for geog_data_res may be used:
!
! geog_data_res = 'maxsnowalb_ncep+albedo_ncep+default', 'maxsnowalb_ncep+albedo_ncep+default',
!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! IMPORTANT NOTE !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
!
geog_data_res =
'nlcd2011_9s+9s+varsso_2m+soiltype_bot_30s+soiltype_top_30s+greenfrac_fpar_modis+lai_modis_10m+
albedo_modis','nlcd2011_9s+9s+varsso_2m+soiltype_bot_30s+soiltype_top_30s+greenfrac_fpar_modis+la
i_modis_10m+albedo_modis',
dx =
8000,
dy =
8000,
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map_proj =
'lambert',
ref_lat =
39.5,
ref_lon =
-111,
truelat1 =
30.0,
truelat2 =
60.0,
stand_lon =
-98.0,
geog_data_path = '/home/user/user_WRF/Build_WRF/WPS_GEOG' !Change this to personal pathway
/
&ungrib
out_format =
'WPS',
prefix =
'FILE',
/
&metgrid
fg_name =
'FILE'
io_form_metgrid =
2,
/
nio_tasks_per_group = 0,
nio_groups =
1,
/

A.2 namelist.oa
&record1
start_year
=
2020
start_month
=
04
start_day
=
22
start_hour
=
00
end_year
=
2020
end_month
=
05
end_day
=
27
end_hour
=
00
interval
=
21600
/
&record2
grid_id
=
1
obs_filename
=
'SURFACE_OBS'
remove_data_above_qc_flag = 32768
remove_unverified_data = .TRUE.
/
trim_domain
=
.TRUE.
trim_value
=
5
&record3
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max_number_of_obs
=
fatal_if_exceed_max_obs =
/
&record4
qc_test_error_max
=
qc_test_buddy
=
qc_test_vert_consistency =
qc_test_convective_adj =
max_error_t
=
max_error_uv
=
max_error_z
=
max_error_rh
=
max_error_p
=
max_buddy_t
=
max_buddy_uv
=
max_buddy_z
=
max_buddy_rh
=
max_buddy_p
=
buddy_weight
=
max_p_extend_t
=
max_p_extend_w
=
/
!max_error_dewpoint
=
!max_buddy_dewpoint =
!qc_psfc
=
use_p_tolerance_one_lev =
max_p_tolerance_one_lev_qc
&record5
print_obs_files
print_found_obs
print_header
print_analysis
print_qc_vert
print_qc_dry
print_error_max
print_buddy
print_oa
/
&record7
use_first_guess
f4d
intf4d

400000
.TRUE.
.TRUE.
.TRUE.
.TRUE.
.FALSE.
8
4
4
20
600
6
4
4
20
800
0.75
1300
1300
20
20
.TRUE.
.TRUE.
= 800

=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=

.TRUE.
.FALSE.
.FALSE.
.FALSE.
.FALSE.
.FALSE.
.FALSE.
.FALSE.
.FALSE.

=
=
=

.TRUE.
.TRUE.
21600
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lagtem
=
.FALSE.
/
&record8
smooth_type
=
1
smooth_sfc_wind
=
0
smooth_sfc_temp
=
0
smooth_sfc_rh
=
0
smooth_sfc_slp
= 0
smooth_upper_wind
=
0
smooth_upper_temp
= 0
smooth_upper_rh
= 0
/
&record9
oa_type
= 'Cressman'
radius_influence
= 30,23,15,8
mqd_minimum_num_obs = 30
mqd_maximum_num_obs = 1000
oa_min_switch
= .TRUE.
oa_max_switch
= .TRUE.
/
oa_3D_option
= 1
oa_3D_type
= 'Cressman'
scale_cressman_rh_decreases = .TRUE.
radius_influence_sfc_mult =
0.4
oa_psfc
= .FALSE.
max_p_tolerance_one_lev_oa = 700
&plot_sounding
file_type
read_metoa
/
file_type

=
=

'raw'
.TRUE.

=

'used'

A.3 namelist.input
&time_control
run_days
run_hours
run_minutes
run_seconds
start_year
start_month

=
=
=
=
=
=

0,
0,
0,
0,
2020,2010,
04,03,
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start_day
start_hour
end_year
end_month
end_day
end_hour
interval_seconds
input_from_file
history_interval
frames_per_outfile
restart
restart_interval
io_form_history
io_form_restart
io_form_input
io_form_boundary
io_form_auxinput2
auxinput4_inname
auxinput4_interval
io_form_auxinput4
auxinput11_interval
auxinput11_end_h
force_use_old_data
/
&domains
time_step
time_step_fract_num
time_step_fract_den
max_dom
e_we
e_sn
e_vert
p_top_requested
num_metgrid_levels
num_metgrid_soil_levels
dx
dy
grid_id
parent_id
i_parent_start
j_parent_start
parent_grid_ratio
parent_time_step_ratio

=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=

22, 01,
00,18,
2020,2010,
05, 04,
27, 10,
00, 18,
21600
.true.,.true.,.true.,
60,60,
1000,1000,
.false.,
7200,
2
2
2
2
2
"wrflowinp_d<domain>",
360,
2
1, 1, 1, 1,
99999,99999,99999,99999,
T
10,
0,
1,
1,
95, 121,
95, 191,
33,33,
5000,
34,
4,
8000,2000,
8000,2000,
1,
1,1
1, 30,
1, 47,
1, 5,
1,1
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feedback
smooth_option
sfcp_to_sfcp
/
&physics
mp_physics
cu_physics
ra_lw_physics
ra_sw_physics
bl_pbl_physics
sf_sfclay_physics
sf_surface_physics
radt
bldt
cudt
icloud
num_land_cat
num_soil_layers
sf_urban_physics
pxlsm_modis_veg
sst_update
pxlsm_smois_init
/
&fdda
pxlsm_soil_nudge
grid_fdda
gfdda_inname
gfdda_interval_m
gfdda_end_h
io_form_gfdda
fgdt
if_no_pbl_nudging_uv
if_no_pbl_nudging_t
if_no_pbl_nudging_q
if_zfac_uv
k_zfac_uv
if_zfac_t
k_zfac_t
if_zfac_q
guv
gt

=
=
=

1,
0
.true.

=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=

8,
6,
4,
4,
7,
7,
7,
30,
0,
5,
1,
40,
2,
1,
1,
1,
1,

=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=

1,
1, 1, 1,
"wrffdda_d<domain>",
360, 360, 360,
99999, 99999, 99999,
2,
0, 0, 0,
0, 1, 1,
1, 1, 1,
0, 0, 0,
0, 1, 1,
10, 36,36
0, 1, 1,
10, 36, 36
0, 0, 0,
0.0001, 0.0003, 0.0003,
0.0001, 0.0003, 0.0003,

8, 8,
6, 6,
4, 4,
4, 4,
7, 7,
7, 7,
7, 7,
30, 30,
0, 0,
5, 5,

1,
1,

0,
1,
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gq
if_ramping
dtramp_min

=
=
=

0.00001, 0.00001, 0.00001,
1,
60,

grid_sfdda
sgfdda_inname
sgfdda_end_h
sgfdda_interval_m
sgfdda_interval
guv_sfc
gt_sfc
gq_sfc
rinblw

=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=

1, 0, 0,
"wrfsfdda_d<domain>",
99999999,
360,
21600
0.0000,
0.0000,
0.0000,
250,

obs_nudge_opt
max_obs
fdda_start
fdda_end
obs_nudge_wind
obs_coef_wind
obs_nudge_temp
obs_coef_temp
obs_nudge_mois
obs_coef_mois
obs_rinxy
obs_rinsig
obs_twindo
obs_npfi
obs_ionf
obs_idynin
obs_dtramp
obs_prt_freq
obs_prt_max
obs_ipf_errob
obs_ipf_nudob
obs_ipf_in4dob
/

=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=

0,1,1,
300000,
0., 0., 0.,
99999., 99999., 99999.,
0, 1, 1,
0.0006,0.0012,0.0012,
0, 1, 1,
0.0006,0.0006,0.0006,
0, 0, 0,
0.0006,0.0004,0.0004,
240.,30.,5.,
0.1,
0.6666667,0.6666667,0.6666667
10,
2, 12, 12,
0,
40.,
10, 10, 10,
10
.true.
.true.
.true.

=
=
=
=

2,
0,
1,
4,

&dynamics
hybrid_opt
w_damping
diff_opt
km_opt

1,
4,

1,
4,
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diff_6th_opt
diff_6th_factor
base_temp
damp_opt
zdamp
dampcoef
khdif
kvdif
non_hydrostatic
moist_adv_opt
scalar_adv_opt
gwd_opt
epssm
/
&bdy_control
spec_bdy_width
specified
/
&grib2
/
&namelist_quilt
nio_tasks_per_group
nio_groups
/

=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=

0, 0, 0,
0.12, 0.12, 0.12,
290.
3,
5000., 5000., 5000.,
0.2, 0.2, 0.2
0, 0, 0,
0, 0, 0,
.true., .true., .true.,
1, 1, 1,
1, 1, 1,
1,
.1,

=
=

5,
.true.

=
=

0,
1,
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Appendix B. OBSGRID scripts
B.1 obs_dates.csh
obs_dates.csh
#!/bin/csh
## Run this script to rename observation files and fix the
date format
## Use after downloading the data from UCAR into OBSGRID
folder
## Given format: SURFACE_OBS:2021022706

## Desired format: SURFACE_OBS:2021-02-27_06
## Change dates according to your case study, if you need
more than three months (or less) just copy and paste (or
delete) a row
## Also change SURFACE_OBS if naming convention is
different
mmv '*SURFACE_OBS:2010*' '#1SURFACE_OBS:2010-#2'

mmv '*SURFACE_OBS:2010-03*' '#1SURFACE_OBS:2010-03-#2'
mmv '*SURFACE_OBS:2010-04*' '#1SURFACE_OBS:2010-05-#2'

#mmv '*SURFACE_OBS:2010-05*' '#1SURFACE_OBS:2010-05-#2'
#DO NOT touch these four rows (Only needs to be changed if
you have more frequent than 6 hours)
mmv '*00' '#1_00'
mmv '*06' '#1_06'
mmv '*12' '#1_12'
mmv '*18' '#1_18'
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B.2 remove_oa.csh
remove_oa.csh
#!/bin/csh
## Run this script to rename metoa files and link into
em_real
## Must be run inside the em_real directory to work
properly. Can change pathways though

## Should not have old metoa files in the OBSGRID directory
or else they will also be linked
ln -sf ~/user_WRF/OBSGRID/metoa* ~/user_WRF/WRF/test/em_real
mmv '*metoa*' '#1met#2'
rm wrfsfdda_d01 #removes the old versions
rm OBS_DOMAIN101

ln -sf ~/user_WRF/OBSGRID/wrfsfdda_d01 \
~/user_WRF/WRF/test/em_real
ln -sf ~/user_WRF/OBSGRID/OBS_DOMAIN101 \
~/user_WRF/WRF/test/em_real
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Appendix C. 10mwind.ncl
; Example script to produce plots for a WRF real-data run,
; with the ARW coordinate dynamics option.
; Interpolating to 10-meter height

load "$NCARG_ROOT/lib/ncarg/nclscripts/csm/gsn_code.ncl"
load "$NCARG_ROOT/lib/ncarg/nclscripts/wrf/WRFUserARW.ncl"
; Begin statement starts a block of code. The end of the code needs an end as well. This makes it so that
all the code in the block is compiled and checked for errors before starting anything that will take lots of
time.
begin
; CHANGE ME, specify which file you want to read from. This must either have the full file path or be in the
working directory. Include .nc at the end if it isn't already there to tell it which kind of file you are working
with. Include "r" option to only read from the file (you would use w to read/write)
a=
addfile("/home/colethatcher/531_CMAQ/data/PREP_INPUT/WRF_April_2017_8km_Updated_Snow_Cover
_VegFrac/wrfout_d01_2017-04-12_04:00:00.nc","r")
; Open workstation to draw graphics on. First argument is workstation type. Use x11 workstation type.
Second argument is the name of the workstation.
wks = gsn_open_wks("x11","plot 10 meter wind speeds")
; Set basic plot options using NCL resources. This just changes the appearance of the output window.
; Enable NCL resources
res = True
res@MainTitle = "WRF WIND SPEED PREDICTIONS"
res@Footer = False
pltres = True
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mpres = True
mpres@mpGeophysicalLineColor = "Black"
mpres@mpNationalLineColor = "Black"
mpres@mpUSStateLineColor = "Black"
;mpres@mpGridLineColor = "Black"
mpres@mpLimbLineColor = "Black"
mpres@mpPerimLineColor = "Black"
mpres@mpGeophysicalLineThicknessF = 2.0
mpres@mpGridLineThicknessF = 2.0
mpres@mpLimbLineThicknessF = 3.0
mpres@mpNationalLineThicknessF = 2.0
mpres@mpUSStateLineThicknessF = 3.0
; Get diagnostic variable "times"- this returns all times in the file as strings. Note that the first option is the
file name as recognized by NCL from the addfile command above. Second is name of the variable. Third
input is the time you want to draw input from. -1 returns all values of a particular variable.
times = wrf_user_getvar(a,"times",-1)
; Count the number of times found in the file using the dimsizes command.
ntimes = dimsizes(times)
; Start time loop. This will allow you to see behavior of system over the output times.
; Note that "it" is like i in for loops. By starting at 0 you will view the behavior of the system from the start
time. Then it goes to ntimes-1 (because it is counting from 0, so that will get all the times. Last number is to
indicate that you will be incrementing the function by 1.
do it=0,ntimes-1,1
; Provide feedback to terminal to help user know progress of the figure creation.
print("Working on time: " + times(it) )
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; Add correct time that accompanies plot being created.
res@TimeLabel = times(it)
; Get diagnostic variable for wind speed and direction. First input is the file from which to draw. Second is
variable name. Third is time, which in this case we use "it" which is our incrementing variable so we get the
correct piece of the timeframe.
;wind=wrf_user_getvar(a,"uvmet10_wspd_wdir",it)
; Get x-component of wind at 10 m
u10 = wrf_user_getvar(a,"U10",it)
; Get y-component of wind at 10m
v10 = wrf_user_getvar(a,"V10",it)
; Calculate magnitude of wind speed
spd = (u10*u10 + v10*v10)^(0.5) ; m/sec
spd@description = "Wind Speed"
spd@units = "m/s"
; Plotting options for Wind Speed
opts = res
opts@cnFillOn = True
opts@cnLinesOn = True
opts@cnLineLabelsOn = True
opts@ContourParameters = (/ 5., 20., 3./) ; Starts at 5, ends at 20, increments of 3
opts@cnLineLabelBackgroundColor = -1
;opts@gsnSpreadColorEnd = -3 ; End third from the last color in color map
contour_spd = wrf_contour(a,wks,spd,opts)
delete(opts)
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; Plotting options for Wind Vectors
opts = res
opts@FieldTitle = "Wind" ; overwrite Field Title
opts@NumVectors = 25 ; wind barb density
vector = wrf_vector(a,wks,u10,v10,opts)
delete(opts)
plot = wrf_map_overlays(a,wks,(/contour_spd, \
vector/),pltres,mpres)
end do ; ends the do loop we started above to go through the different time levels.
end
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